We are willing to help you in anything about jewelry
We accept only women who lives in Japan.
What we do
Remodel jewelry
Repair jewelry
Customized jewelry
Help you sell gold, platinum and diamond (identification required)

Concept
We think jewelry is not only an accessary for people to dress up beautifully but an important treasure to
convey our feeling to our family or people we love. It makes you feel excited and sometimes it can be a charm
shining beside you. I hope your precious jewelry with lots of memories will turn into something that you will
be excited to wear again.

Steps in remodeling jewelry
1. Bring the jewelry you don’t use.
2. We offer designs to meet your requests about style and budget concerning your lifestyle or tastes.
3. Choose one of the designs for your stone.
4. Wait for 4～5weeks to finish.
5. Receive your remodeled jewelry and pay for it by cash or credit card.
6. We will be pleased to offer you after-sales service.

Repair
Resize a ring
Change the string of a necklace (restring)
Polishing
Fix broken chains
Repair a deformed ring
Set a missing stone

etc

Price
Remodeling jewelry to a ring … around 50,000～150,000yen
Remodeling jewelry to a pendant top … around 20,000～100,000yen
Customized jewelry … around 150,000yen～

Maya Fukui
Born: 1979 in Toyama
Graduate Gemologist (Gemological Institute of America)
Jewelry Coordinator (Japan Jewelry Association)
Jewelry Remodel Counsellor (Japan Jewelry Remodel Association)
Jewelry Designer

Access
G310 6-1 Nakagawa Tsuzuki-ku Yokohama-city Kanagawa-ken 224-0001
By train … 5 minute walk from center-kita station (blue line, green line of Yokohama-city subway)
By car … please use the parking lot in Tsuzuki hankyu & Mozaic mall Kohoku.
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Contact
By appointment only
Women clients are strictly preferred
MAIL

info@j-dearest.com

LINE ID 「@xnh4809k」

About us

Dearest
Address

G310 6-1 Nakagawa Tsuzuki-ku Yokohama-city Kanagawa-ken 224-0001

Homepage
Blog
Open

http://www.j-dearest.com

http://ameblo/j-dearest/
10:00-17:00 (holidays not fixed)

Contact person

Maya Fukui

